
Some students prefer to attend a small university. Others prefer to attend a big university. 
Discuss the advantages of each. Then indicate which type of university you prefer? Use 
specific reasons and details to support your answer.

This day and age, universities are playing an eye-catching role in people ‘s life so that 
they are becoming an inevitable step of in almost every person’s s’ life. To meet this 
growing need, various types of universities have been constructed all over the world. 
Among all of the characteristics of a university, size can be one of the main. There are 
many details to be discussed about it, but I will briefly overlook look at some main 
disputes.

First and foremost is about the accommodation and opportunities which universities 
share with their students. Not only should people who are involved with universities 
like faculties and staff be considered to rate a university but also spatial factors like 
libraries, labs and classrooms or sports and trainings clubs or social spaces and many 
other are have their significant effects on this scoring. In following,besides this ratingit 
can include the range of programs and especially defined unique courses which can 
equipped students with brand new specialties and give them a higher chance to be 
employed. Obviously, bigger ones can offer more in this regard.

Second, universities impose a considerable cost on students. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to review the intended university financially. This assessment concludes 
the costs of courses and dorms on the one hand, and the funds and grants available to 
every student on the other (hand). Although bigger universities are more expensive in 
terms of tuition, they provide their students with a wider range of job opportunities 
specifically on-campus ones.

Third and last shows us what smaller universities have to offer aside from all of these. 
The main tempting point which is being claimed by these universities is the friendly 
space generated by the moderate size and population. Actually, there are less fewer 
classes in big halls and amphitheaters, and instead, the smaller size of classes gives 
students more accessibility to the universities’ y s’ people, particularly the professors 
knowing the students by their name. W, which is an undeniable advantage in 
completing the graduate studies.

Finally, it is not fair to conclude deterministically which one is more preferred. In fact, 
it depends on many items which in my case the main one is the educational level. That 
is to say, I prefer to do my undergraduate course my undergrad in big universities and 
peruse pursue the postgraduate studiesion in smaller ones.   


